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This thesis reports the development of a gas phase portable explosive sensing 

system. Transducers with different principles are developed for nitro aromatic 

explosive sensing and their sensing performances are compared. Various receptor 

materials are tested and their sensing performances are compared with each other. 

Multiple sampler and preconcentrator designs are fabricated and examined. Finally, 
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a portable explosive sensor system is developed with the preliminary experiment 

data and demonstrates semi field test. 

Synthetic materials, peptide receptor, ST are tested as candidate materials. Among 

them, Sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene (ST) shows extreme sensitivity for reliable 

dinitrotolune (DNT) sensing capability in a field environment as well as in a 

controlled testing. The sensing performance of ST is verified with a certified 

standard gas generator and a commercially available quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM). DNT vapor at various concentrations, ranging from 1 to 100 ppb, is exposed 

to the ST-functionalized QCM surface. The frequency response of the ST-

functionalized QCM is monitored in the presence of controlled DNT vapor. The 

overall sensitivity ranging from 1 to 100 ppb is –0.072 Hz/ppb and the sensitivity 

from 0 to 2 ppb range is about -0.44 Hz/ppb. In addition, ST shows excellent DNT 

selectivity in a control experiment with toluene. The ST-functionalized QCM does 

not respond to toluene at a toluene concentration of 120 ppm which is 1,200 times 

higher than the maximum concentration of DNT during the experiment mentioned 

above. 

Various sampler designs are compared. Canine and porcine nose inspires sampler 

design, leading to the sampler design that mimics animal nose structure. Both 

designs have merits and demerits. Canine type was better in spatial resolution, 

porcine type has better in sampling efficiency near a target object. Gas to liquid 

interfacing sampler is developed and studied.  

Various transducers are developed and examined. TMTs (thin membrane 

transducer), CNT-FET, QCM (quartz crystal microbalance) are tested. The QCM is 
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selected for field applications because of its reliable gas phase detection. The 

performance of QCM is enhanced by miniaturization. The miniaturized quartz 

crystal was 49.2-fold smaller by volume than the crystal in the commercial setup. As 

a result, 76.2-fold sensitivity enhancement is achieved. 

Based on the preliminary test results, a portable explosive sensing devices are 

developed. The development process undergoes three stages of prototyping. The 

second and third prototype successively demonstrates their feasibility. Especially, 

the third prototype demonstrates a semi field test using a real field-mimicking setup. 

It shows distinguishable signal differences between a sand box with DNT buried and 

a sand box without DNT. Its sensitivity is -33.52 Hz/ppb and LOD is 0.66 ppb.  

keywords: Explosive Sensing, Nafion®, Quartz Crystal Microbalance, Gas 

Sensor, Dinitrotoluene, Trinitrotoluene. 

Student Number : 2010-30795 
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1. Introduction 

Explosive detection and removal is a key area for maintaining life quality in on a 

global scale. Especially, when a land mine is concerned, it becomes more serious 

and clear. About 4,000 victims are reported by the landmine and cluster munition 

monitor, a humanitarian NGO, in 2013[9]. Civilian casualties reached up to 78% of 

them and children victims are 47% of them. This field requires immediate respond 

of technology to address the issue of detecting and removing such dangers in the 

related areas.  

 

Figure 1 Landmine victims worldwide[9] 
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Despite the gravity of the problems outlined above, detection methods for such 

explosives are still remaining on a primitive level. A metal detector, which was 

developed more than 60 years ago, is still considered as the most practical approach 

used in the field despite its lack of key performances. A ground penetrating radar 

(GPR), an alternative to the metal detector for a higher level of discrimination of 

explosive objects, is also an old technique with limitations. Both methods have issues 

in detection reliability, since they rely on an indirect detection scheme to sense 

housing material rather than explosive element itself. A direct detection method 

needs to be developed to solve this issue fundamentally. However, the development 

process is challenging for the lack of explosive sensing material compatible to field 

application. Much effort has been made for developing reliable explosive detection 

methods[1, 4, 12, 13, 2, 5, 8, 14]. However, to our knowledge, a field applicable 

approach for explosives in soil has not been fully developed yet. 

Many synthetic materials which recognize polarity of the explosive molecule or 

shape have been developed [15, 7, 11, 3, 14]. Such materials showed ppt level 

sensitivity and almost real time response time in a lab environment. Field application, 

however, seems limited due to their low selectivity. For instance, the synthetic 

materials could interact with many different nitro aromatic analogue molecules, such 

as toluene, benzene, and xylene with similar level of sensitivity. A portable 

technology based on the ion mobility spectroscopy has been developed for a highly 

sensitivity detection of explosives in an open space with limited verification for soil 

applications due to its cross sensitivity to unrelated materials[12]. 
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Alternative approaches based on bio-receptors and Meisenheimer complex are 

free from the selectivity issue with high sensitivity and quick response maintained 

[6, 1, 2, 10, 5, 16]. It is well understood that the biological ligand-receptor reaction 

is extremely specific. The Meisenheimer complex is a characteristic intermediate 

between a nitro aromatic and electron rich functional groups. Nevertheless, these 

reactions need wet environment which is hard to realize for field applications. While 

detection techniques based on these materials could show ppt level sensitivity, such 

materials might lose their functionality in dry condition [13, 5]. Practical field 

detection requires highly selective substances for capturing nitro aromatic molecules, 

predominant explosive materials, in dry condition 

In the thesis, a highly selective “gas phase” nitro aromatic detection using a 

sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene (ST, Nafion®) and its field application will be 

demonstrated ST has chemical structure that can selectively bind to nitro aromatic 

molecules such as 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT) and 2,4,6- trinitrotoluene (TNT) even 

under zero humidity condition at a very low level of gaseous condition. A ppb level 

limit of detection (LOD) by implementing ST on device platforms is demonstrated. 

High selectivity is confirmed against analogues, such as toluene and benzene. 

Verification of basic performances was accomplished using a commercial quartz 

crystal microbalance (QCM) setup. 

A hand-held explosive detector that showed a higher sensitivity compared to the 

commercial explosive detector is developed based on abundant experimental data. 

Various design of sampler, preconcentrator, and transducers are developed and 

tested as a preliminary experiment. Final device is developed using the data got from 
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the preliminary test and the device developing goes through 3 stages prototyping. 

The last prototype demonstrates the DNT detection in a field set-up that mimicked 

the buried chemicals in soil. 
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2. 2,4-Dinitrotoluene(DNT) as An Indicator of Explosives 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene(DNT) is a good indicating material of explosives. DNT can be 

found in everywhere where gunpowder exists[2]. It is much easier to detect, since it 

has minimum 100-folds higher saturation concentration, compare to other explosives, 

such as TNT(2,4,5-trinitrotoluene), known as a representative explosive, and 

RDX(Research Department Explosive, 1,3,5- Trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-triazine) [2]. 

Military explosives contain TNT[4]. Though, recently, use of RDX and HMX 

(High Melting Explosive) is becoming increased for their stronger explosiveness, 

TNT is still being used as an additive for explosiveness enhancement of the weapons 

and economic reasons.  TNT can be found everywhere where military explosives 

exist. However, detection of TNT is quite challenging because of its low volatility.  

Saturation concentration of TNT is known to be 1 to 2 ppt(Parts Per Trillian)[1]. It 

is very difficult to detect TNT using conventional methods, considering the fact that 

LOD(Limit of Detection) of high performance gas analyzer, such as a GC(Gas 

Chromatography) and IMS(Ion Mobility Spectroscopy) has ppb(Parts Per Billion) to 

ppm(Parts Per Million) level[3]. 

On the other hand, TNT can be easily degraded into DNT when it meets air [2], 

and DNT has much higher saturation concentration compare to the other explosives. 

The saturation concentration of DNT is 140 ppb[2], which is about 0.1 million folds 

higher concentration compare to TNT. Therefore, detecting DNT is much more 

efficient way to searching explosives, compare to detecting other explosive materials. 
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Figure 2 Chemical Structures of Explosives.  (Upper Left) DNT(2,4-dinitrotoluene), 

(Upper Right) TNT(2,4,6-trinitrotoluene), (Lower Left) RDX(Research Department 

Explosive, 1,3,5- Trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-triazine). Every explosive molecules have 

a nitro group which is explosive functional group and has strong electronegativity. 
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3. Development of Sensing Materials 

Sensing material is one of the key elements which decide a sensing performance of 

the sensor system. The sensing material gives selectivity to the sensor system and it 

also partially affects sensitivity of the sensor system. Therefore, choosing of right 

sensing material is vital to develop a high performance sensor system. 

There are two major categories in the sensing material which is used for detecting 

gas molecules. The first and most widely used one is a synthetic materials. Organic 

materials [1, 10, 6, 16, 5, 19, 15] and metal oxide materials are being studied and 

most commercialized small gas sensors employ the synthetic sensing material. The 

second major category is bio molecule based sensing material [8, 2, 12, 3, 14]. 

Recently, as the molecular biology has been extensively studied, bio receptors, such 

as antibodies and aptamers, which has a binding affinity to explosives have been 

developed. Some of them are already commercialized as a desktop analyzer form. A 

lot of research efforts for a practical use have been made. 

In this chapter, sensing performance of these two materials will be compared with 

representative materials. In addition, the Meisenheimer complex based material, one 

sub category of the synthetic sensing material, will be examined. The Meisenheimer 

complex is a characteristic reaction of nitro aromatics[7], such as TNT and DNT. It 

is widely used to examine a nitro aromatic contamination.  
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3.1.  4-Mercapto Hexaphenol (4-MP. Synthetic Material) 

DNT sensing performance of 4-MP was examined by the help of TMT (Thin 

Membrane Transducer). It showed about 0.57 aF/ppb sensitivity and 48.58 ppb of 

the limit of detection (LOD). However, sensing characteristics of 4-MP was not 

sufficient to utilize in a real situation, considering the fact that the saturation 

concentration of DNT at STP is 140 ppb. DNT selectivity of 4-MP was fairly good, 

it was estimated as 18.4:1 compare to toluene.  

A hexaphenol can react with DNT through a hydrogen bond and π-π interaction[16]. 

Hydroxyl group at the side chain of hexaphenol forms hydrogen bond with nitro 

group, and benzene ring structures in the hexaphenol and DNT interacts with each 

other by sharing electrons in π orbital. 

Proton in hydrogen atom can be exposed by electron attraction caused by electron 

negative oxygen atom. The exposed proton has intensive positive polarity and it 

attracts negatively charged dipoles, such as nitro group in DNT and TNT. The 

interaction caused by the hydrogen is exceptionally strong, compare to other dipole 

interactions, for eliminated electron shield effect. 

Benzene ring structures in 4-MP and DNT has resonance π orbital electrons. They 

does not satisfy the octet rule. It can be fulfilled by overlapping of the benzene rings. 

The ring structures are further stabilized by sharing the resonance electrons. 

Attraction force are generated in the sharing process. 
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Figure 3 Reaction schematic between 4-MP and DNT. Nitro group and hydroxyl 

group interact with each other for their strong polarity. In addition, benzene ring 

structure attracts each other through electrons sharing in π orbital. 

A reaction schematic of 4-MP and DNT is shown in the Figure 3. 4-MP is 

immobilized onto a thin membrane transducer (TMT) thorough a thiol (SH-) gold 

(Au) reaction. Hydroxyl group which reacts with nitro aromatics is exposed to the 

outside. Nitro group in DNT interacts with it through the hydrogen bond, explained 

in the previous paragraph. The π-π interaction occurs between 4-MP and DNT. DNT 

molecules wedge into the immobilized 4-MP layer. Surface stress is induced during 

this process. 
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Figure 4 DNT sensing result with 4-MP coated TMT. 80 aF capacitance change was 

observed when exposed to about 140 ppb of DNT vapor (differential). 

Average 79.87 aF of capacitance change was observed, when 140 ppb, Saturation 

concentration of, DNT vapor was introduced. The capacitance change was measured 

with the differential mode (Capsignal – Capreference). Environmental noises were 

minimized for the effect of the common mode rejection. Sensitivity of the sensor 

was - 0.57 aF/ppb (= -79.87 aF/140 ppb) and limit of detection (LOD) was 48.58 ppb 

(= 3 × STD / sensitivity), considering 9.23 aF of the mean standard deviation of 

signal. 

Selectivity of the 4-MP was tested with various arenes, and the drawn DNT 

selectivity was 7.3 : 1 to 24.2 : 1 against aromatics vapor. o-Xylene, benzene, and 

toluene were introduced and the signal response were recorded (Note that differential 

measurement was not used. Capmeasure = Capreference (= 0) - Capsignal Thus, the results 
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were flipped). Each molecules had interactions with 4-MP. The experiment showed 

a tendency of benzene ring with larger side chain showed stronger interaction. Since 

these arenes does not have polar side functional group, only π-π interaction is 

occurred. Therefore, arene with a larger side functional group might shows stronger 

signal. 

Capacitance changes in case of benzene, toluene, and o-xylene were 1.5, 3.8, and 

5.0 fF, respectively with estimated concentration of 121 ppm. Sensitivities to the 

arenes were one order of magnitude lower than it of DNT. Selctivities compare to 

DNT were 7.3: 1, 18.4 : 1, and 24.2 : 1. 
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3.2.  Peptide Receptor (Bio Receptor) 

Anti-TNT peptide receptors adapted from literature studies [9, 12, 3] were 

synthesized and examined with ‘DNT’. Although, they were anti-‘TNT’ receptors, 

they could react with DNT. The DNT sensitivity was measured as -0.0167 Hz/ppm, 

and the receptor did not respond to other non-explosive hydrocarbon molecules.  

However, the receptor could work only in an aqueous environment. It did not 

respond to DNT and hydrocarbons in gaseous condition. This would be a critical 

issue for a field application, since a well-developed gas to liquid interfacing sampler 

is not available, yet. 

 

Figure 5 Anti-TNT peptide receptor sequence[9]. Upper two sequences are anti-TNT 

receptors. Histidine and Arginine are commonly found in the 2nd and 3rd place of the 

receptor and Tryptophan in 9th place was commonly found, either. 

Twelve-mer peptide sequences found in literatures were synthesized (Peptron Inc., 

Korea. Appendix E). The selected sequence was Trp-His-Arg- Thr-Pro-Ser Thr-

Leu-Trp-Gly-Val-Ile-cysteamine for its high affinity to TNT [9]. The cysteamine 

was added at the terminal of the sequence for immobilization onto a gold surface. 

Thiol group in the cysteamine can forms a bond with the gold. Purity of the 

synthesized peptides were maintained over 95%. It was verified with HPLC analysis. 
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The synthesized peptide sequence was firstly examined with SDS-PAGE method 

to check DNT affinity (Figure 6). Since the receptor was developed against TNT, 

DNT affinity should be examined. SDS-PAGE was performed with the sequence and 

DNT, DNT affinity was verified. 

The receptor of 10 µM DMSO solution was incubated with the same concentration 

of  DNT (saturation concentration) in DMSO solution for 15 minutes. Total volume 

of the mixture was 40 µL and mixing ratio was 1 to 1 (20 µL of the receptor solution 

+ 20 µL of DNT solution). Another receptor/DMSO solution was prepared as a 

control. The original 10 µM receptor solution of 20 µL was mixed with the same 

amount of DMSO solution and incubated for 15 minutes. Each solutions of 20 µL 

were loaded into wells in SDS-PAGE gel (NuPAGE® 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel, 

Invitrogen, US) together with 6.7 µL of 4 × SDS solution and 80 V DC was applied 

for 90 minutes. 

The gel electrophoresis result clearly showed the receptor’s affinity to DNT. The 

movement of the receptor was retarded in the presence of DNT (Figure 6), which 

meant that the receptor formed a complex with DNT. Since the complex size was 

larger than the original receptor size, the penetrating through the gel was hindered 

by a sieve effect. 
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Figure 6 SDS-PAGE result. Movement of peptide receptor was retarded when the 

receptor met DNT, its ligand. This is typical phenomenon for a ligand receptor 

reaction. 

Molecular simulation result was also well agreed with the SDS-PAGE result 

(Figure 7) and result in the literature [9]. The simulation was performed with the 

Ascalaph 1.1.4 (Agile Molecule, Stockholm University, Sweden) and the simulation 

engine was PC GAMESS/Firefly (Moscow State University, Russia). The receptor 

and DNT structures were calculated separately and then, interaction between them 

was simulated together on the basis of the pre-calculated 3D conformation structure. 

DNT was attracted into a pocket in the receptor and Histidine and Tryptophan were 

founded in the pocket. 

The receptor formed a pocket like conformation. The sequence was folded into the 

conformation in 18 msec from a linear structure, and as a result, Histidine and 

Tryptophan were placed near together making a pocket. When DNT molecule was 
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placed near to the pocket with a distance of 15 Å, the molecule was get into the 

pocket in 1.3 msec. Tryptophan had a π-π interaction with a benzene ring in DNT 

and oxygen in histidine formed hydrogen bond with nitro group in DNT. It should 

be noted that the tryptophan and histidine were commonly found amino acids in anti-

TNT receptor [9]. In the literature, the authors also guessed the same thing that 

histidine and tryptophan has vital role to interact with nitro aromatic. That was 

confirmed with the simulation. 
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Figure 7 Molecular simulation result of the peptide receptor and DNT (Ascalaph 

with PC GAMESS/Firefly engine, Stockholm University, Sweden and Moscow State 

University, Russia). The receptor formed a pocket-like 3D conformation and 

Histidine and Tryptophan in the pocket interacted with DNT through a hydrogen 

bond and π- π interaction. 
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Sensing characteristics of the receptor was examined quantitatively with QCM 

system after the DNT affinity verification. The QCM results showed sensitive and 

selective response to DNT. Verified DNT sensitivity was -1.83 Hz/ppm, and cross 

reactivity to other arenes was below a QCM limit of detection. 

 The quartz surface was functionalized with the peptide sequence. The receptor 

could be easily immobilized onto the quartz surface through the thiol-gold reaction 

using the cysteamine. Grafting density on the QCM surface was about 161.12 × 1012 

ea/cm2. 

The immobilization was performed in a Teflon fluidic chamber, frequency change 

of QCM was monitored during the immobilization process (Figure 8). The quartz 

surface was firstly cleaned with piranha solution prior to the functionalization. After 

thoroughly rinsed with DI water, the cleaned quartz crystal was assembled into a 

Teflon fluidic chamber to prevent sample contamination and to give a controlled 

environment. DMSO solution was flowed into the chamber with a typical flowrate 

of 20 ml/h for an hour. The synthesized peptide/DMSO solution of 1 mM was gently 

followed into the chamber with a flow rate of 1 ml/h Total 1 ml of the solution was 

introduced for an hour and then stayed for 2 hours more to give sufficient time for 

the reaction. Then, the chamber was rinsed with 40 ml of DMSO with a flow rate of 

20 ml/h. DNT/DMSO solution of 180 ppm, a saturation concentration, was 

introduced after the washing process. Typical flow rate of the sample was 1 ml/h. 
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Figure 8 QCM frequency change during the peptide immobilization. Average 

frequency drop was about 24.76 Hz. It could be translated into 161.12 × 1012 ea/cm2 

grafting density. 

Average frequency drop during the immobilization process was 24.76 Hz and it 

could be translated into 161.12 × 1012 ea/cm2 grafting density. Mass to frequency 

coefficient of the QCM was 0.057 Hz/(ng/cm2). Frequency change of 27.76 Hz 

meant 434.39 ng/cm2 of the peptide was immobilized onto the QCM surface. Since 

molecular weight of the sequence was 1624.07, the grafting density was drawn as 

161.12 × 1012 ea/cm2. 

The functionalized QCM showed clear response to DNT solution (Figure 10). Two 

different concentrations, 180 ppm (saturation concentration), and 1.8 ppm of DNT 

solution were introduced. Commonly about 3 Hz of the QCM frequency was dropped 
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in each case. Average frequency drop was 3.29 Hz. The average frequency could be 

converted into 190.09 × 1012 ea/cm2 of reaction, considering 182.13 g/mol of DNT 

molecular weight. The reacted amount of DNT was comparable to it of the 

immobilized receptor (1.18 : 1). One to one reaction could be assumed, and that was 

well fitted to the predicted result by simulation. 

Frequency change rates were different from each other. The reaction was finished 

in 10 minutes in 180 ppm DNT case. On the other hand, about 50 minutes was taken 

in 1.8 ppm case. It was obvious that DNT supplying ratio (concentration) limited 

reaction rate, and that is well agreed with already known fact about antigen-antibody 

reaction [17]. 

 

 

Figure 9 QCM experiment protocols. Synthesized receptor was immobilized on 

quartz surface and QCM oscillation frequency was monitored while the sample 

was being introduced. 
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On the other hand, the functionalized QCM did not respond to other organic 

compound (Figure 10). Methanol, ethanol and toluene dissolved in DMSO solution 

were examined, and the measured frequency change was below a limit of detection 

(LOD). The concentration of each solution was matched to 200 ppm, comparable to 

the concentration of DNT solution. However, reaction to the solutions was not 

observed during the 40 to 50 minutes introduction. The receptor did not respond to 

organic compound, proving excellent DNT selectivity. 

Despite of the excellent DNT selectivity, the receptor was not employed to the 

device development, since the reaction could be occurred only in an aqueous 

environment. The receptor functionalized QCM did not respond to 140 ppb DNT 

vapor. A gas/liquid interfacing sampler was developed for utilizing the receptor 

(refer chapter 5.4), however, the sampler hindered operation of the QCM. It caused 

huge noise because of harsh flow generated by it, as a result, signal response was not 

able to discriminate from the noise.  
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3.3.  Sulfonated Tetrafluoroethylene (ST, Nafion ®) 

3.3.1. The Meisenheimer Complex 

The Meisenheimer complex is a well-known characteristic reaction between nitro 

aromatics and nucleophiles. Because of strong electronegativity of the nitro 

functional group, nucleophiles can easily react with aromatic rings in the nitro 

aromatics [13, 7]. Interestingly, however, the reaction cannot be finished for the fact 

that the intermediate forms a stable resonance structure. The intermediate was so 

stable that it could be maintained for over 10 years after the reaction start. 

A representative reaction formula of the Meisenheimer complex is shown in the 

Figure 11 [13]. The aromatic ring structure becomes electron poor state in the 

presence of nitro functional group, for its strong electronegativity. Nitro group is 

known to be one of the strongest electronegative functional group among known 

organic groups. Furthermore, since, resonance electrons are loosely confined by the 

aromatic ring structure, the aromatic ring can become easily electron deficient state. 

Nucleophiles, such as potassium hydroxide (KOH) and amine group, substitute into 

this electron poor region. However, in this special case, the reaction is hold at the 

intermediate state, known as the Meisenheimer complex, by forming a resonance 

structure. 
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Figure 11 A representative reaction formula of the Meisenheimer complex [13]. 

Benzene ring structure becomes electron poor state in the presence of nitro 

functional group. Nucleophiles attack this electron deficient ring through a charge 

interaction. The nucleophile substituted ring structure becomes stabilized forming a 

resonance structure. 

 

The Meisenheimer complex can be used for detecting nitro aromatics for its highly 

selective reaction characteristics [7]. Since nitro functional group (= nitro) and 

benzene ring structure (= aromatic), vital elements in explosives, are required for to 

form the Meisenheimer complex, the complex naturally has high nitro aromatic 

selectivity. In other words, the Meisenheimer complex can be formed with molecules 

which have nitro group and benzene ring structure, and they can be categorized into 

explosives. 

On the other hand, the Meisenheimer complex required aqueous or humid 

environment [13, 18, 7], like bio receptors, since ionization of nucleophiles are 

necessary prior to the reaction. The Meisenheimer complex based sensor without 
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environmental or reaction chamber loses its functionality in dry condition Strong 

nucleophiles, such as potassium hydroxide (KOH) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

can make the Meisenheimer complex in gaseous condition, However, these strong 

nucleophiles can be naturally dissolved by humidity in atmosphere because of their 

extreme polarity (Appendix A). This natural dissolving issue need to be addressed 

for sensor application [15], and sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene (ST) can be an answer 

to it. 
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3.3.2. Chemical Reaction Model of ST and DNT 

Sulfonated Tetrafluoroethylene (ST) consists of tetrafluoroethylene backbone 

structure and sulfonated side chain. The sulfonate side chain could make the 

Meisenheimer complex with nitro aromatics (Figure 12). The tetrafluoroethylene 

backbone prevent auto dissolving of ST. 

The sulfonate group (SO3
-) in the side chain of ST could attract nitro aromatics 

owing to its strong charge interactions. The sulfonate group (SO3
-) consists of one 

sulfur atom and three oxygen atoms has strong electronegativity. Oxygen is the 2nd 

strongest electronegative atom (3.44) among known atoms, Sulfur’s 

electronegativity (2.58) is comparable to it. The sulfonate group can be naturally 

ionized in gaseous condition for its extreme electronegativity. The ionized sulfonate 

group reacts with benzene ring structure in nitro aromatics. 

Generally, humid or aqueous environment is vital to form the Meisenheimer 

complex, since ionization is required prior to the reaction. Thus, sensitivity of the 

sensor system, which relies on the Meisenheimer complex, decreases significantly 

or it loses its functionality in a dry condition [7]. On the contrary, ST could form the 

Meisenheimer complex in a gaseous environment for its extreme electronegativity. 

It did not require any kind of environmental or reaction chamber to keep humid 

condition. 
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Auto dissolving by absorb water vapor in atmosphere, could be prevented by 

tetrafluoroethylene polymer matrix. Since, fluorocarbons are hydrophobic, water 

adsorption is minimized. In addition, the water soluble active group, sulfonate group, 

is attached onto the tetrafluoroethylene matrix, that prevent dissolving into water for 

its large molecular weight. 
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3.3.3. Characterization Results 

The sensitivity and selectivity of the sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene were 

examined by exposing it to various concentrations of DNT vapor and toluene vapor. 

DNT vapor ranging from 1 to 100 ppb was produced using the standard gas generator 

and delivered to the functionalized QCM surface. Note that the produced DNT vapor 

did not contain any moisture. Since the capturing molecules could easily lose its 

activity under gaseous environment, examination under a dry condition is crucial for 

field application.  

The QCM showed sensitivity to the DNT vapor. The frequency was markedly 

decreased when the DNT vapor was exposed to the functionalized QCM surface 

(Figure 12). Chemisorption of DNT on the QCM surface caused the oscillation 

frequency to decrease owing to a change in mass and stress on the surface. In contrast, 

the frequency was recovered when N2 purging was performed. A change in the 

frequency of QCM is a very typical phenomenon with respect to the adsorption and 

desorption of mass on its surface. We observed a fast response within 1 min in terms 

of frequency change and stabilization for a particular DNT concentration. The 

frequency drop was recorded about 7.2 Hz in average while the QCM was exposed 

to 100 ppb DNT, which could be translated to -0.072 Hz/ppb of overall sensitivity. 

At a lower concentration ranging from 1 to 2 ppb, it showed 6.1-fold higher 

sensitivity (-0.44 Hz/ppb) compared with the overall sensitivity. 
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On the other hand, the functionalized QCM did not respond to toluene vapor 

(Figure 14). Despite a high toluene concentration of 121 ppm, the QCM signal did 

not change for 5 minutes after the vapor exposure. However, after 5 minutes, when 

the toluene concentration reached maximum value, 121 ppm, the frequency started 

decreasing. This signal drop may came from surface condensation caused by extreme 

vapor pressure. After 5 min toluene vaporization, the vapor pressure could reach the 

condensation threshold level. Since the condensation abruptly occurs without any 

sign, signal change was not observed in first 5 min, before the condensation occurs. 

This non-specific physical adsorption, condensation, can be occurred in any surface, 

it is not relevant to selective interaction between ST and toluene. Even if it is, 

sensitivity to toluene was -1.426 Hz/ppm (= -0.0014 Hz/ppb), it is more than 50-

folds weaker sensitivity compared to it of DNT. 

 

Figure 14 Toluene control experiment results. The QCM frequency did not change 

for 5 min after introducing toluene vapor. ST did not have reactivity to toluene, and 

frequency drop after 5 minutes vapor introducing could be explained by a 

condensation phenomenon for extreme toluene concentration. 
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As a control, non-functionalized QCM was examined with DNT vapor. The QCM 

frequency did not responded to 100 ppb DNT vapor. The frequency was monitored 

for over 15 minutes after DNT introducing. However, there was not any evidence 

for non-specific adsorption on Au surface. 

 

 

Figure 15 Non-specific adsorption on Au surface verification result. Bare Au surface 

did not respond to 100 ppb DNT for over 15 minutes observation. 
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3.4.  Test Setup 

Test setup for characterizing each sensing material will be explained in chapter 3.4. 

A certified standard gas generator was employed to produce defined concentration 

of DNT vapor. Thin membrane transducer (TMT) which was developed for 

explosive sensing and a commercially available QCM (Quartz Crystal Microbalance) 

were used for the characterization. The verifications were performed in an 

environmental chamber to give a controlled environment. 

Note that the test setup described in this chapter is different from the developed 

device testing setup. The device testing setup will be explained later with a device 

test results. 
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3.4.1.  Standard Gas Generator 

A standard gas generator (BSG-100S, Bon Gil Inc., Korea) which contained a 

certified permeation tube (KIN-TEK Inc., USA) was employed for the 

characterization (Figure 16). A predefined concentration (124 ng/min @ 80 °C) of 

DNT vapor produced with a nitrogen dilution flow to make a desired concentration 

of the DNT vapor. Typical flow rate of the dilution flow was 0.1 to 100 slm (square 

liter per minute). Precise MFCs (Mass Flow Controller) were equipped in the 

generator to control flow rate of the dilution flow. It could produce DNT vapor 

concentration ranging from 0.1 to 100 ppb, considering the fact that the 1 L of 

nitrogen gas is 0.00124 g. under STP. 

 

Figure 16 A standard gas generator. The generator equipped a certified permeation 

tube with a heating chamber and MFCs. The permeation tube produced constant 

DNT vapor, which was diluted with nitrogen carrier gas to control DNT 

concentration. 
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3.4.2.  Sensing Platform  

Two different types of transducers were used for the testing of sensing materials. 

Thin membrane transducer (TMT) developed by MEMS technology (Micro Electro 

Mechanical System) was used for the testing of the 4-MP [11]. Peptide receptors and 

ST were tested with a commercial QCM system (QCM-100, SRS, USA).  

TMT used in this test has a thin parylene polymer membrane coated with a sensing 

material. Reaction between the coated sensing material and target molecule can be 

translated into a mechanical deformation of the membrane [4, 11]. The 

chemomechanical response can be measured by monitoring capacitance change 

between the membrane and a substrate. The capacitance change can be easily 

measured with a gold electrode on the membrane surface and counter electrode 

formed on the substrate (Figure 17). Detailed explanations will be followed in 

chapter 4. 
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Figure 17 Concept of the thin membrane transducer (TMT). Chemical adsorption on 

thin membrane induces surface stress, which deforms the membrane. The 

deformation can be estimated by measuring capacitance between the membrane and 

substrate. Environmental noise can be minimized by differential measure with a 

reference membrane. 
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The QCM relies on a resonance frequency shift by physical adsorption. A quartz 

crystal, well-known as an oscillating element in electric circuits, vibrates its 

mechanical resonance frequency. The resonance frequency can be changed when 

molecular adsorption occurred on its surface. The molecular adsorption causes total 

mass change of the oscillating crystal and it affects the resonance frequency (Figure 

18). 

 

Figure 18 Detection principle of QCM. Oscillation frequency of the quartz is 

affected by mass of adsorbent. 

 

Figure 19 QCM system used in the experiment. QCM-100, Stanford Research 

Systems, US 
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3.4.3.  Configuration of the Setup 

The interaction between ST and a nitro aromatic (here, DNT, an indicator of nitro 

aromatic explosives) was examined using a commercial QCM system and a standard 

gas generator (BSG-100S, Bon Gil Inc., Korea) (Figure 16). The QCM had an 

Au/Cr-coated circular shaped (1 inch in diameter) quartz crystal with 5 Mhz nominal 

frequency. The quartz was assembled into a Teflon® fluidic cell and directly 

connected to the standard gas generator to prevent sample contamination. The 

standard gas generator had a certified permeation tube (Certified from KIN-TEK Inc., 

USA) and the generator could produce DNT vapor from 1 to 100 ppb. Compressed 

high-purity nitrogen with a typical flow rate of 5 slm was used as a carrier gas. 

Change in QCM frequency was monitored using a HP 53151A frequency counter 

(USA) and a GPIB(General Purpose Interface Bus)-linked data acquisition computer 

through LabView 2013 (National Instrument, USA) as an interfacing software. 

To test the affinity of ST to the DNT, the quartz crystal was coated with ST. Prior 

to the ST coating, the quartz was cleaned with a piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2 = 4:1 

solution) for 10 min followed by DI water rinsing and N2 blowing for dehydration. 

For coating, the ST solution (20 wt% Nafion® perfluorinated resin solution, Sigma-

Aldrich, USA) was diluted 10 times with ethanol and 20 µl of the diluted solution 

was drop coated on the quartz crystal. The crystal was dried for 5 h at room 

temperature, which was followed by overnight drying in a conventional oven at 70 

°C. ST coating thickness was measured as about 20 µm using the scratch method. 

The prepared sample was stored in a sealed container before use. 
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Figure 20 QCM setup for characterization of ST. ST coated QCM was assembled 

into a Teflon® fluidic cell and DNT vapor produced by the standard gas generator 

was directly supplied through a silicon tubing to prevent sample contamination. 

 

A control experiment was performed using a vapor chamber of 200 × 300 × 1,000 

mm3 size (about 150 L in volume). A QCM probe was fixed on a tripod and placed 

on the bottom of the chamber. The test gas was produced by natural evaporation. A 

cotton having toluene solution was placed at the corner of the chamber after the 

stabilization of the QCM. The frequency response to the toluene was measured 

during its vaporization using a commercial gas sensor (Series 500 Handheld Monitor, 

aeroQUAL Co., New Zealand). The sensor was placed near the QCM probe and 

distance between QCM probe and the sensor was less than 1 cm.  
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Anti TNT peptide receptor was examined using the same QCM, but in an aqueous 

phase. A syringe pump was equipped to control flow precisely. Syringes of 1 and 20 

ml volume were used for sample introducing and flushing, respectively. Sample flow 

rate was limited below 1 ml/h with 1 ml syringe during the introduction of DNT 

solution to prevent noise caused by harsh flow. On the other hand, the flushing flow 

rate was increased up to 20 ml/ml with 20 ml syringe for sufficient rinsing. (cf. 

detailed experiment protocol can be found in chapter 3.2) 

 

Figure 22 QCM setup for an aqueous phase experiment. QCM was assembled into 

a fluidic cell and the samples were introduced by a syringe pump.  

Figure 21 Control experiment setup. 

The functionalized QCM was placed 

in an acryl box (200 × 300 × 1,000 

mm3 size (about 150 L volume)) and 

the frequency was monitored while 

testing vapor was being exposed. 
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TMTs were used for the testing of 4-MP (Chapter 3.1). TMT experiments were 

performed in an electrically shielded chamber to prevent ambient RF noise. Gas 

vapor produced by the standard gas generator was directly introduced through a 

Teflon tubing. 

The TMT was pre-functionalized with 4-MP before assembly into the chamber. 

100 µM concentration of 4-MP/ethanol solution was prepared and TMT was 

immersed into the solution for 30 minutes. The functionalized TMT was carefully 

rinsed with ethanol. Since the membrane could be easily collapsed, extra attention 

was necessary for the rinsing step. 

Selective functionalization of each TMT was not achieved for high volatility of 4-

MP. 4-MP contaminated whole TMT die, even minute amount of the 

functionalization solution was applied exactly onto a desired membrane. Therefore, 

two separate TMT dies were used for the differential measurement. 

 

Figure 23 TMT setups. Electrically shielded chamber was used for blocking of 

ambient noise. Sample vapor was directly supplied from the standard gas generator.  
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4. Development of Transducers 

A transducer decides sensitivity and limit of detection (LOD) of the sensing system. 

Though, preconcentrator and sampler can be added prior to the transducer to enhance 

the sensitivity and LOD, sensing characteristics are limited by transducers since 

sensing of target replies totally on transducers. 

For sensitive and reliable detection of DNT, TMT, polyimide nano grass sensor, 

CNT-FET (Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transistor) sensor, and miniaturized QCM 

were developed and examined. TMT and miniaturized QCM successively 

demonstrated DNT detection. However, TMT was not sensitive enough to detect 

DNT in real environment. Only miniaturized QCM achieved DNT sensing under 

semi field environment. Other transducers were successively fabricated and 

characterized. However, DNT detection was hard to achieve with them, because of 

noise and lack of compatible DNT sensing material. 
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4.1.  Thin Membrane Transducer (TMT) 

Thin membrane transducer, one of the representative chemomechanical sensor 

platform was developed based on a polymer MEMS technology (Appendix C). Five 

pairs of TMTs were integrated into single glass substrate die. The membrane had 

square shape with a length of 200 µm. The gap size between top and bottom 

electrodes was about 2 µm. Membrane was made of thin parylene coated with Au/Cr 

layer. Top gold electrode was used for capacitance measure and sensing material 

immobilization. Unlike other chemomechanical sensor made of solid material, such 

as a silicon nitride or silicon oxide, the developed TMT had a flexible polymer 

membrane. Therefore, it could deform easily compare to other solid material based 

transducer[2].  
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4.2.  Polyimide Nano Grass Sensor 

Nano grass structured high surface to volume ratio sensor was developed for 

enhancing sensitivity of the sensor(Figure 25)[9]. The sensor had interdigitated 

electrodes to measure capacitance change in polyimide nano grass formed on the 

electrodes. The nano grass structure was produced from flat polyimide through 

oxygen plasma. 

 

Figure 25 Structure of the polyimide nano grass sensor and image of completed 

device. Nano grass was formed on interdigitated electrodes and capacitance change 

was measured with the electrodes. 

 

A fabrication flow of the sensor was as followed (Error! Reference source not 

found.). The process began with the wet oxidation of 2000 Å silicon oxide on a 

silicon wafer as an insulating layer (Error! Reference source not found. a). Cr/Au 

(100/1000 Å) layer was e-gun deposited (ZZS550-2/D, Maestech Inc., Korea) on the 

substrate, followed by a wet etching to pattern the sensing electrodes and the heater 

(Error! Reference source not found. b). TEOS (Tetra-ethyl-orthosilicate) was 

deposited on it as a passivation layer (Error! Reference source not found. c) with 
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PECVD (P-5000, Applied Materials Co., USA). Polyimide (PIX1400, HD 

Microsystems, Japan) was spin-coated at 5000 rpm, for 60 s on the substrate as a 

sensing layer (Error! Reference source not found. d). The polyimide layer was 

patterned by a wet etching with a photoresist mask (AZ5214, Clariant, Germany). 

Since the polyimide could be etched with the diluted developing solution (AZ300K, 

6:1 with DI water), the developing and etching was carried out simultaneously. The 

polyimide layer originally shows flat-film morphology (Error! Reference source 

not found. e). A reactive ion etching (RIE 80 plus, Oxford Instrument, UK) was 

further used to modify the flat polyimide into the nano-grass (Error! Reference 

source not found. f).  

 

 Figure 26 Fabrication process flow of the polyimide nano grass sensor. 

The size of the whole device was 6 × 3 mm2, and the typical dimension of sensing 

polyimide area was 2.3 × 1.0 × 0.002 mm2 (Figure 25). The interdigitated electrodes 

consist of nine parallel fingers, 1.9 mm long, 0.2 μm thick, 20 μm in width, and 50 

μm apart from each other. A heater pattern was also included which was 20 μm in 

width, 0.2 μm thick, and 12.8 mm in length, running along the center of the gap. The 

total resistance of the heater line was 78 Ω. 
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Figure 27 Polyimide nano-grass produced by oxygen plasma treatment, (scale bar; 

1 µm): (a) Flat-film polyimide (before RIE), (b) Nano grass polyimide (after RIE) 

The nano-grass morphology in Figure 27 b was created when a flat polyimide film 

was etched in an oxygen plasma with the power of 100 W and the oxygen flow rate 

of 100 sccm at a vacuum level of 0.1 Torr (RIE 80 plus, Oxford Instrument, UK) for 

3 min. Initial thickness of the flat polyimide film was 1.2 μm, but after etching the 

nanoscale polyimide grass was formed whose individual element was, on the average, 

387 nm in height (max: 395, min: 374) and 40 nm (max: 44, min: 37) in diameter 

with the interspacing distance of 70 nm. Exact mechanism of this unexpected 

outcome is yet to be studied, but one theory could be that this modification is a part 

of a roughening process that occurs because of the slow diffusion of etched products 
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that hampers the progress of etching, leading to nanoscale instability in the etched 

pattern under this particular set of process parameters [12]. 

The surface to volume ratio of the nano-grass was increased by about 215 times 

compare to that of the flat-film when a simple cubic arrangement of individual 

elements was assumed. When a hexagonal arrangement was assumed this increase 

in the surface to volume reaches up to 338 times. A real increase might be between 

these calculated numbers. Increased surface to volume ratio promotes a faster 

adsorption of gas molecule, leading to the improvement of sensor characteristics [9].  
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4.3.  Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transistor (CNT-FET) 

Two types of CNT-FET sensor were developed based on ST-CNT composite 

(Figure 29) and peptide receptor functionalized CNT. The sensors were successively 

fabricated and FET working was confirmed with I-V test (4155C, Agilent Co., US). 

However, it was not sensitive enough to detect DNT vapor (Appendix H). 

 

Figure 28 Schematic of typical CNT-FET gas sensor and ST-CNT composite FET 

sensor. Since nano-scale assembly and separate functionalization process were not 

necessary, ST-CNT composite sensor was easier to fabricate compare to 

conventional CNT-FET sensor. 

Fabrication process of ST-CNT composite FET sensor was similar to it of 

polyimide nano grass sensor. Electrode under the sensing material was fabricated 

with the same protocol used in the fabrication of the nano grass sensor except the top 

TEOS passivation layer. Passivation layer was not formed to make the electrode 

contact with CNTs. On top of the electrodes, ST-CNT composite was coated using 

drop casting method. Approximately 0.1 mg of CNT powder (Semiconducting CNT, 

Iljin Co., Korea) was dispersed into 1 ml 20wt% ST solution. The CNT could be 
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dispersed without any chemical modification, since hydrophobic fluorocarbon 

backbone structure interacted with hydrophobic CNT surface. About 5 µl of the 

solution was dropped on the electrode surface and solvent was dried out in 80 °C 

convection oven for 12 hours. Every devices were tested prior to the experiment. I-

V test and initial resistance measure were performed. 

 

 

Figure 29 Fabricated CNT-FET explosive sensor and SEM image of ST-CNT 

composite layer. Single wall carbon nanotues were embedded in the ST matrix, DNT 

sensing material. (cf. ST matrix was covered whole area. Crack of the matrix was 

produced by electron beam during the SEM imaging) 
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Peptide receptor functionalized CNT-FET sensor was fabricated with nanoimprint 

lithography (NIL) and dielectrophoresis (DEP) [4, 1, 7]. The functionalized CNT 

was deposited onto a prefabricated nano gap electrodes using DEP. The electrode 

fabrication was started with wet oxidation of a silicon wafer. Silicon oxide of 5,000 

Å thickness was formed on the wafer as a passivation layer (SHF-150, SELTRON 

Inc., Korea). Aluminum sputtering was followed with a thickness of 7500 Å (MHS-

1500, Muhan Co., Korea). Resin (MR I-8020m, Ashland Performance Materials, US) 

and PMMA(Poly(methyl methacrylate), 950K MicroChem Corp., US) was spin-

coated with 3,500 rpm for 45 sec. Imprinting mold was placed on top of the PMMA 

and Al deposited wafer. Nano imprinting was performed under thermos plastic mode 

(NANOSIS 620, START SCIENCE Com., China). Applied pressure was 5 bar and 

temperature was 275 °C The stamped wafer was weakly etched with plasma to 

remove residual layer of PMMA in the imprinted area. Oxygen plasma etch of 5 sec 

was performed (RIE 80 Plus, Oxford Instrument, UK). Al etch was followed to 

complete a mask of final structure. Weekly over etched Al layer forms eaves like 

structure with the PMMA layer. This undercut structure help to make the following 

lift-off process easier [1, 7]. E-gun evaporation was performed to deposit Au/Cr layer 

of 100 Å/10 Å thickness, respectively. Al etching was followed to finalize the 

electrode fabrication. PMMA/Al layer was removed with deposited Au layer on it, 

remaining Au electrode structure. Then, typical lift-off process with Au/Cr layer was 

followed to add accessing pads to the electrodes. 
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Figure 30 Nano gap electrode fabrication process flow. Modified NIL process was 

used to make a fine structure. Eave like structure lift-off mask was made by Al over 

etching of Al/polymer layer. The structure helped to isolate desired metal structure 

from metal layer deposited on the masks. So that, unwanted metal layer could be 

easily removed with the mask layer. 

CNT functionalization with the anti-TNT peptide receptor was performed in 

parallel with the electrode fabrication. Semiconducting dominant CNT powder (Iljin 

Nanotech Co., Korea) was dissolved into sulfuric and nitric acid 3:1 mix. The 

solution was stimulated with an ultrasonic power for 22 hours (NXP-1002, KODO 

Technical Research Co., Ltd, Korea). Carboxyl groups (-COOH) were decorated on 

the CNT surface by the acid treatment [13, 10, 15, 5, 8, 3]. The carboxyl group 

transformed into amine group for further reaction with the peptide receptor. The 
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solvent of the acid treated CNT was changed with a sequence of DI water and DMF 

(Dimethylformamide, Sigma-Aldrich, US) by the help of vacuum filtration (pore 

size 500 nm in diameter, Fluoropore Membrane Filter (PTFE), Millipore, US). 

CNT/DMF solution of 20 ml was prepared, and 10 ml of 1.7 mM EDA 

(Ethylenediamine, Sigma-Aldrich, US)/DMF solution was added as an amine source. 

Finally, 10 ml of THF(Tetrahydrofuran, Sigma-Aldrich, US)/DCC(Dicyclohexyl-

carbodiimide, Sigma-Aldrich, US) was added for aminization reaction. Final mixing 

ratio was 20:20:1 EDA/THF/DCC [16] and the mixture was stayed for 48 hours at 

room temperature to yield amine functionalized CNT. 

The aminized CNT was further functionalized with the DNT peptide receptor 

(Chapter 3.2). The CNT was reacted with the 50 µM 10 ml anti-TNT receptor 

through EDC(N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride, 

Sigma-Aldrich, US)/Sulfo-NHS(N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt, Sigma-

Aldrich, US) reaction. Minute amount of EDC and Sulfo-NHS were added to 

activate carboxyl group at the terminal of the peptide receptor and the aminized CNT 

solution was mixed with it. After 12 hours reaction, solvent of the solution was 

exchanged with DI water using the vacuum filtration. 
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Figure 31 CNT functionalization protocol. SWCNT was decorated with carboxyl 

group (-COOH) through the acid treatment. The carboxyl group was substituted with 

amine functional group (-NH2) for further functionalization with the DNT receptor. 

Finally, C-terminal of the DNT receptor and amine group of the CNT was linked 

together with EDC/NHS reaction. 

 

The receptor functionalized CNT was deposited onto the electrodes using DEP[14]. 

5 µl of the solution was carefully dropped on the electrode and 5 V, 5MHz, AC 

power was applied for 1 minute between the gap electrodes using a function 

generator (AFG3000, Tektronix, Inc., US) Various deposition condition were tested. 

The above mentioned condition gave the best performance as a semiconducting 

device (Appendix I). The deposition result was instantly checked by measuring 

resistance of the gap electrode. CNT deposited gap electrode has conductance, 

typical resistance measured was 1.3 MΩ. Then, semiconducting characteristic was 
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confirmed with semiconductor parameter analyzer (4155C, Agilent Technology, US) 

(Figure 32). It showed typical n-type semiconductor characteristics and that was well 

agreed with previous works found in literatures [14, 17, 11, 6]. 

 

Figure 32 Semiconductor parameter analyze result of the CNT-FET sensor. Typical 

n-type semiconductor character was observed. 
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Figure 33 Microscopy and SEM of the fabricated peptide receptor functionalized 

CNT-FET (Upper) Parallel electrode type CNT-FET, (Lower) Finger type CNT-FET. 

Well assembled functionalized CNT could be found in between electrodes. 
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The DNT experiments were performed in a hermitically sealed reaction chamber 

(Figure 34). The chamber was 40 mm in diameter and 20 mm in height. It was 

directly connected to the standard gas generator to minimize sample contamination. 

While produced DNT vapor was being introduced, resistance of the ST-CNT matrix 

was measured with a LCR meter (4980A, Agilent Co., US) or in-house made 

conductance change measure set-up (Appendix G). The resistance change was 

recorded with a data acquisition computer for further analysis of the data. The 

interfacing software was composed with the LabView 2009 (National Instrument, 

US). 

 

Figure 34 CNT-FET test setup. Reaction chamber and standard gas generator 

were used for precisely controlled experiment. 
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The ST-CNT composite FET sensors did not show meaningful conductance change 

during the DNT vapor exposure. The concentration of the DNT might not be enough 

to affect sensor behavior, since large amount of CNT was embedded in the ST-CNT 

matrix (Figure 29). The receptor functionalized CNT-FET showed weak response to 

DNT vapor, however, it was not distinguishable from background noise (Appendix 

H). Signal was only about 3.3 µS, on the other hand, peak to peak noise was about 

50 µS 
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4.4.  Miniaturized Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) 

Miniaturized QCM was developed using 49/U standard crystal oscillator. The 

crystal was miniaturized by 49.2 folds in volume scale, compare to a typical 1 inch 

quartz. The miniaturization not only reduced form factor, but also enhanced 

sensitivity of the QCM. About 76.2 fold better sensitivity (refer chapter 7.2.2) was 

achieved and system size was reduced by about 1/10 folds in volume wise. 

 

Figure 35 The first developed miniature QCM system. It consists of two independent 

QCM to enable common mode rejection. QCM driver and counter circuit were 

integrated into the system. 

 

The device included crystal oscillators, oscillating circuit, and frequency counter 

circuit. The crystal was scavenged from the standard 49/U crystal oscillator which is 

easily found in electric devices. Canister of the crystal oscillator was removed to 

expose crystal in it. The canister protects oscillating of crystal from surrounding 

environment. By removing the canister, the crystal could respond to mass adsorption 

on it surface. 
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The oscillating circuit consisted of a simple positive feedback circuit with a phase 

inversion configuration. Input and output ports of Inverter (HEF4069UBP, Phillips 

Co., Netherland) was directly linked to leads of the crystal oscillator. Capacitors of 

22 pF were added between each leads and ground to match oscillation phase of the 

inverter and crystal. The generated oscillating signal was sinusoidal shape. It was 

passed through another inverter to produce TTL level wave form for easy frequency 

counting (Figure 36). 

 

Figure 36 Generated wave form from quartz crystal and the 2nd inverter. TTL level 

wave was generated by passing the 2nd inverter. It was easier to count compare to 

the original low level sinusoidal wave. 

The frequency counter was configured based on serially linked 12-stage binary 

ripple counters (74HC4040N, NXP semiconductors Co., Netherland). Maximum 16 

MHz of frequency could be measured by it and nominal frequency of QCM was 8 

MHz. The timing signal was produced with a micro controller (ATmega 162, Atmel 

Co., US). The counter was reset in every second. The counted number was displayed 

on attached LCD screen and transferred to a data logging computer through UART 

communication. 
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There were two independent QCM circuit in the device for common mode rejection. 

The oscillating circuit did not share any component except a power, to prevent signal 

interference. The power source was 4 serially kinked alkaline AA battery. The 

voltage was regulated by 4.1 V zener diode. Solid capacitor of 220 µF and ceramic 

capacitor of 22 pF were added between voltage input and ground to minimize voltage 

fluctuation.  
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5. Sampler Design 

Sampler is a vital element for fast dynamics of the sensor system. Active sampling 

is required since a gas diffusion process is subtle. The sampler accelerates the 

reaction process of sensing layer and target molecules. The accelerated signal 

response is easier to discriminate compare to gradual change. 

Various types of sampler were fabricated and compared their characteristics in the 

chapter 5. Two different types, canine and pig nose types, were designed and 

fabricated. Both suction and blow fan design was made and compared with each 

other. Spray type sampler was developed for aqueous phase detection. 
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5.1.  Canine Nose Type Inlet 

A canine is a representative animal which has sensitive olfactory sensor system [9, 

1, 4, 15]. It has ppm to ppt level of LOD to volatile compounds depending on species 

[13, 10, 5]. Especially, to the DNT, canine showed 100 ppm level of LOD [10]. 

Canine’s highly sensitive olfaction basically comes from large number of sensory 

cells and large surface area nasal cavity with wrinkled structure. However, structure 

of nose and way of inhale also affect sensitivity of the system. Canine do sniffing 

behavior when it carefully smell an object. The sniffing behavior can be defined as 

discontinuous inhaling. Canine deeply inhale first and then hold its breath to analyze 

smells. When the canine hold its breath, sensory cell have time for reaction with 

odorant molecules. In addition, larger cavity volume compare to its naris amplify 

this effect by decelerating flow speed in the nasal cavity. 

The canine nose type inlet design mimicked structure of canine olfactory organ for 

sensitive DNT sensing (Figure 37). The attached sampler of the developed portable 

sensor system had narrow inlet and wider interior cavity. This structure could 

reproduce sniffing behavior of the canine and minimize oscillating disturbance 

caused by a harsh flow around the crystal. Flow speed of sampled gas was retarded 

around a transducer for increasing cross sectional area. Decelerated gas flow could 

had more chance to react with sensing material on the transducer. Furthermore, the 

structure prevented turbulence, which might affect QCM oscillating or membrane 

deformation of TMT. 
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Figure 37 Structure comparison between canine olfactory system and the developed 

device. Canine olfactory system has narrow inlet and wide nasal cavity. The 

developed sampler was fabricated by mimicking it. 

Narrow inlet limited sampling area and help to locate place of target molecule 

source. Canine nose type sampler could breathe in only around inlet. The sphere of 

suction was about 5 cm in diameter, which meant that a sensor system with the canine 

type sampler could draw chemical gradient map with special resolution of 5 cm. It 

could be used for tracking or searching of target source, such as a hidden explosives 

and narcotics. 
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5.2.  Porcine Nose Type Inlet 

A Porcine is another animal which has developed olfactory sensor [8, 14, 6]. It is 

not well-known that the porcine has sensitive olfactory system. However, porcine 

has more sensitive olfactory system even compare to the canine [8]. Its olfaction is 

exceptionally sensitive in case of deep penetrating smelling. The pig can sense smell 

of roots for food buried under ground in depth of 10 meters. The shape of its nose 

has a vital role in deep penetrating sensing. The porcine nose type sampler mimicked 

the shape of porcine nose for better sampling efficiency around a target object. 

 

Figure 38 Comparison between canine nose and porcine nose sampling. The nose 

structure of Porcine limits sampling area around a particular target object, which 

leads to higher target sampling efficiency compare to the canine nose structure. 
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A porcine nose has wide and flat shape structure, which maximize target sampling 

amount near an interested object (Figure 38). The structure limits sampling area near 

to the target, and sampling flow is generated only around the target object surface. 

Thus, contact between the sampling gas flow and target object is maximized. 

Furthermore, the porcine nose increases effective sampling area. Target gas 

molecules coming from the flat structure overlapped area were sampled into the 

sensor system.  

In addition, the porcine nose structure make a penetrating sampling possible. When 

the porcine nose was in contact with the target object, inhaling suction force 

concentrated onto the overlapped area. Sampled gas only comes from the target 

object, since other ways were blocked by the nose structure. 

 

Figure 39 Fabricated porcine nose type sampler. The sampler had flat structure 

around inlet. The area of the flat structure was 6 cm2, which was 20 times larger 

than inlet area. 
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However, the porcine nose type sampling is not always better compare to the canine 

type. Both the pig and canine type sampling have merits and demerits. The canine 

type sampling has better spatial resolution, therefore it has merit in case of tracking 

target object. On the other hand, the porcine type sampling needs to sacrifice the 

special resolution to get larger effective sampling area. Defending on the application, 

proper sampler design needs to be chosen. 
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5.3.  Suction Fan vs. Blow Fan 

Suction fan configuration is desirable in gas sensing system since lubricant in the 

motor contaminate the sample flow. Transducers can be ruined by greasy nature of 

the lubricant. Special attention needs to be made, especially, below ppm level gas 

detection. Minute amount of contaminant can cause significant noise which is 

comparable or larger intensity compare to sensing signal. 

Blow fan structure can also disturb sensor signal because of a turbulence flow[3]. 

Sensors based on mechanical effect, such as TMT, micro cantilever sensor, and 

QCM, are easily affected by this turbulence. Solid state sensors, such as metal oxide 

sensor, are also affected, because the sensor equipped local heater in it. Turbulence 

causes temperature fluctuation, which affects sensor signal [7, 2, 11, 12]. 

 

 

Figure 40 Blow fan design could contaminate sample flow and disturb sensor 

operation. The fan motor could produce contaminant and degrade sample. In 

addition, the harsh air flow could affect sensor operation. 
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5.4.  Spray Type Gas to Liquid Sampler 

Gas to liquid sampler was developed for aqueous phase sensing. Some sensing 

materials, such as bio receptors and the Meisenheimer complex based sensing 

material, can work only in aqueous environment, gas to liquid interfacing device is 

necessary for utilizing them. 

The principle of the sampler was shown in Figure 41. Spray nozzles equipped 

inside of sample channel generate mist of water. The mist captured particles in 

atmosphere, and then, condensed into liquid. The capture efficiency was maximized 

by making high surface area mist form of water. The particle captured water flowed 

to transducer. Liquid flow and air flow are designed to flow opposite direction for 

higher reaction efficiency.  

 

Figure 41 Concept of the spray type sampler. Mist produced by spray nozzle 

captured particles in atmosphere and then condensed into liquid. 
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The feasibility of the sampler was demonstrated with acetic acid vapor. Acetic acid 

of 0.1 M concentration container (Acetic acid concentrate, Sigma-Aldrich, US) was 

placed in front of the sampler with a distance of 100 mm, and pH change in the 

sprayed liquid was measured (EW-35610-10, Oakton Instrument, US). The pH of 

the liquid decreased and reached down to 3.3 (cf. pH of 0.1 M acetic acid is 2.88), 

eventually. Acetic acid vapor could be captured by atomized water drop and affect 

pH of the sampling water. 

 

Figure 42 Fabricated spray type gas to liquid sampler and its test result. The test 

was performed with acetic acid vapor measuring pH of the liquid in the sampler. pH 

of sampled water was decreased down to 3.3, which was comparable to pH of acetic 

acid. 

However, the sampler could not work with DNT sensor under developing. Sprayed 

water affects working of transducers. TMTs and QCM could not work properly. 

Even solid state aqueous sensor, pH meter, was affected by its working. It could be 

utilized with remotely placed transducer, however, it was not appropriate for a 

portable gas sensing device. 
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6. Preconcentrator 

A Preconcentrator can enhance LOD and sensitivity performance of sensor system 

[4, 12]. Adsorbent in the preconcentrator adsorb gas molecules on it. Then, the 

accumulated gas molecules desorbed at once, using heat pulse. As it takes more time 

to adsorb gas molecules, final concentration become higher. Therefore, highly 

sensitive sensing becomes possible with insensitive transducer. However, since it 

requires time to accumulate gas molecules, response dynamics of sensor systems 

become worse. Therefore, the preconcentrator is not a necessary element for a sensor 

system required real-time response. 

 

Figure 43 Concept of typical preconcentrator. Low concentration of sample is 

adsorbed on the surface of adsorbent, and then, accumulated sample is released at 

once by heat pulse. 

Two different types of preconcentrator were developed. One was based on 

CNT/nickel foam composite adsorbent. CNTs were grown on the surface of nickel 

foam to maximize surface to volume ratio and easier handling. The other was based 

on CNT adsorbent and MEMS technology. CNTs were directly grown inside of a 

channel made by MEMS fabrication technology. Both preconcentrators could 

demonstrate their feasibility and the max preconcentration factor was 26.57. 
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6.1.  Carbon Nanotube and Nickel Foam Based Preconcentrator 

A preconcentrator based on CNT/nickel foam composite block was developed for 

easier handling of nano material and increasing surface area of adsorbent. Handling 

of nano material, such as CNT, graphene, and nanowires, is challenging because of 

its small size [2, 13, 3, 7, 10]. This issue could be solved by making CNT/nickel 

foam composite block [6]. In this study, CNTs were grown on the surface of 10 × 10 

× 2 mm2 size nickel foam block as a catalyst. The composite block was possible to 

manual handle. Furthermore, the composite structure increased surface area by 

forming hierarchy structure of nickel foam and CNT. Nickel foam already had high 

surface to volume ratio for its micro scale pores. The surface to volume ration was 

further increased by CNT growing on the surface. 

 

Figure 44 Completed CNT/nickel foam based preconcentrator and CNT/nickel foam 

composite.  
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As purchased nickel foam (Alatum Advanced Technology Materials Co., Ltd., 

China) was cut into 10 × 10 × 2 mm3 pieces. CNTs were grown onto the piece of 

nickel foam through CVD (Chemical vapor deposition) under ethanol atmosphere as 

a carbon source [5, 6]. Temperature in the CVD chamber was maintained ranging 

from 550 to 750 °C. Ethanol vapor was supplied with a rate of 2 to 5 cc/hour. Primary 

carrier gas was nitrogen of flow rate 100 ml/min and maximum 100 ml/min of 

hydrogen flow was used as a supplement. As a result, multi walled CNTs were grown 

and CNT/nickel foam hierarchy structure was generated.  

 

Figure 45 SEM images of nickel foam surface before and after the growing of CNT. 

Multi walled carbon nanotubes were grown on the nickel foam surface, as a result, 

surface to volume ratio was increased. 

The CNT/nickel foam block was packed into machined MC nylon tube and covered 

with machined brass orifice. There were thread teeth on interior of tube and outside 

of the brass cap. So that, they can be easily assembled and at the same time, packing 

number of CNT/nickel block could be adjusted. Concentrating performance of the 

preconcentrator could be optimized depending on the purpose by adjusting the 

packing number. 
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The composite block also worked as a heating element. The block could produce 

heat by itself hrough the Joule heating effect. Since it is electrically conductive, 

electrical power could be delivered using the brass caps. Typically applied power 

was about 4 W (2 V, 2 A). Temperature cud be monitored by measuring resistance 

change of the heating block (Appendix J). Temperature/resistance coefficient was 

0.0125 Ω/°C. Wheatstone bridge configuration was employed to monitor minute 

change of the resistance. Temperature/power correlation was also evaluated with 

CNT/nickel foam block, it was 12.8 °C/W (Appendix K). 

The preconcentraion feasibility was demonstrated with VOCs (Volatile organic 

compound), such as ethanol and benzene. Precision VOC sensor (Series 500, 

AeroQual Ltd., New Zealand) was attached at the outlet of the preconcentrator to 

monitor concentration change of vapor (Appendix J, K). The concentration of the 

sample could be elevated about 1.6 to 1.9 fold after one minute gas concentration. 

Concentration of the gas vapor was immediately increased when heat pulse was 

produced by electrical power. Ethanol concentration was elevated from 0.7 to 1.12 

ppm (about 1.6 fold) and benzene concentration was elevated from 2,800 to 5,400 

ppm (1.9 fold). 
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Figure 46 Feasibility test result of the preconcentrator. The concentrations of 

Ethanol and benzene rose about 1.6 and 1.9 fold, respectively, after 1 minute 

concentration. Sample concentration monitored at the outlet of the preconcentrator 

increased immediately when heat pulse was produced by electrical power. 

The concentration performance was characterized with a gas chromatography 

(7890A, Agilent Technologies Co., US). Toluene vapor was concentrated for 5 

minutes and 15 minutes, and then concentrations were compared with supplied 

concentration. The adsorbed gas molecules were desorbed in a thermal chamber 

equipped in the GC and concentration was analyzed. The supplied toluene vapor was 

sampled using GC column in parallel with the preconcentration and further analyzed 

with GC. Initial concentration of the toluene vapor was evaluated as 275.4 ppm. The 

5 minutes and 15 minutes concentrated vapor were 5204.8 and 7317.8 ppm 

concentrations, respectively. The preconcentration factor (PCF, defined as peak area 

ratio after and before concentration) was evaluated 18.90 and 26.57. 
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Figure 47 GC results of the concentrated toluene samples. The concentration of the 

control, 5 and 15-minute exposed samples were 275.4, 5204.8 and 7317.8 ppm, 

respectively. The preconcentration factor (PCF) were 189.0 and 265.7, respectively. 
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6.2.  Carbon Nanotube Based Miniaturized Preconcentrator 

MEMS fabrication technology was employed for a miniaturization of the 

preconcentrator (Appendix N). Pyrex glass wafer was sand blasted to form channel 

groove by the help of a DFR (Dry film resist, Mega electronics Ltd., UK) mask. The 

laminated thickness of the DFR was about 40 µm, dimensions of channel were 1 mm 

wide and 0.1 mm deep. 

As a CNT growing catalyst, nickel of 10 Å thickness was thermally evaporated 

onto the wafer (MHS-1800, Muhan Co, Korea) or 0.01 wt% Co-Mo acetate in 

ethanol solution was dip coated. The thickness of the catalyst layer was minimized 

for single walled CNT growing. Thin catalyst layer could form tiny size of island 

when it placed in hot CVD chamber, single walled CNT could be grown from the 

tiny island [9, 5, 1, 8, 11]. After wafer dicing, CNT was grown by CVD method 

described in the previous chapter. 

Another Pyrex glass wafer was prepared in parallel for heater fabrication. Through 

holes were made for orifice and heater access. Heater pattern of 100 Å Cr layer was 

made by lift-off process. DFR was pattern on both side of the glass and Cr was 

deposited onto both side with a metal sputter (Metal sputter, Muha Co., Korea) to 

make the metal pattern connected. After dicing of the wafer, the channel die and 

heater die were bonded with PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane, Sylgard-184, Dow 

Corning Inc., US). 
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Figure 48 The preconcentrator design and completed preconcentrator. CNTs were 

directly grown inside of the preconcentrator channel. Heater was formed separately 

from the CNT to prevent CNT burning. 

Well grown CNTs were found inside of the channel (Figure 49). The channel was 

filled with grown CNTs. MW-CNTs were grown with nickel catalyst. SW-CNTs 

were grown with Co-Mo acetate catalyst. Co-Mo acetate catalyst was found at the 

tip of the CNTs, since adhesion force of dip-coated catalyst was relatively weak. On 

the other hand, nickel catalyst could not be found in the grown CNTs. 

The performance of the preconcentrator was not verified because of its small 

sample amount. The volume of the channel was 20 µL. Therefore, produced sample 

was also maximum 20 µL, it was not enough amount for analyzing. Minimum 

sample volume for GC analyzing is 5 L, metal oxide gas sensor requires several mls. 
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Figure 49 SEM image of the preconcentrator. (Upper Left) Nickel catalyst (MW-

CNT), (Lower Right) Co-Mo acetate catalyst (SW-CNT). 
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7. Development of Sensor Systems 

A portable sensor systems were developed based on the previous system element 

development. The system development went through three stage prototyping. The 

Final sensor system could demonstrate DNT detection under a semi-field condition.  

The first prototype had sensor module separable design to give flexibility to the 

sensor system. At this stage, transducer had not been decided, thus, the system was 

designed to be flexible to kind of transducers. Second prototype was developed based 

on ST functionalized miniature QCM. The system structure was optimized for QCM 

operation, and included all elements needed for standalone device. The last prototype 

was improved to a dual QCM system to compensate environmental noise. A semi 

field test was successively demonstrated with the last prototype. 
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7.1.  Sensing Module Separable System 

A sensing module, including sampler, concentrator, and sensor, separable system 

was developed for the first prototype (Figure 50). The sensing module was designed 

to attach both TMT and QCM (Figure 41). Blow fan sampler and spray type 

preconcentrator were equipped. However, the transducers could not work properly 

because of harsh flow produced by spray and blow fan (refer chapter 5.4). Oscillation 

of QCM was failed in the sampled solution and membrane of TMTs were collapse 

by water pressure. The second prototype was developed by eliminating the spray 

sampler to address the issue. 

 

Figure 50 Picture of the sensing module separable system. The sensing 

module was exchangeable defending on the type of transducers. As a result, 

various transducers could be tested with single sensing platform.  
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7.2.  Single QCM System 

The miniature QCM was selected as a final transduce, based on the first prototype 

development results, and the second prototype was optimized for QCM transducer. 

The system was simplified from the first system, by removing unnecessary parts for 

QCM. The spray sampler was removed from the system, and suction fan sampler 

was integrated, instead. The miniaturized QCM was able to be operated in gaseous 

condition by the help of ST functionalization. 

On the other hand, supporting elements which did not affect QCM operation such 

as LCD and Bluetooth, were added for convenience and standalone use. The device 

could translate QCM frequency change into DNT concentration and the measured 

concentration was displayed onto the LCD screen. Users could monitor DNT 

concentration without any help of external analysis equipment. Acquired data could 

be transferred through Bluetooth link to a data acquisition computer. The Bluetooth 

link was equipped for remote sensing. The maximum transmit distance was not 

verified exactly, however, it did not cause any problem in experimental condition 

(20 meters in diameter). 

The single QCM device could successively demonstrate its feasibility as a field 

applicable explosive sensor [3]. The device was tested with a high purity DNT bottle, 

without any environment control. The sensor system showed repeatable DNT 

sensing signal with a sensitivity of –33.52 Hz/ppb, which was 76.18 folds enhanced 

sensitivity compare to the commercial QCM set up used in ST verification 

experiment. 
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7.2.1.  Design and fabrication of the Single QCM System 

The prototype was designed with 3D CAD software (SolidWorks 2009, Dassault 

system Co., Ltd, France) and fabricated with a rapid prototyping (RP, FDM TITAN, 

Stratasys Inc., US). Electric parts were made separately and assembled into the RP 

parts. 

 

Figure 52 CAD design and fabricated prototype. 

The prototype equipped with the canine nose type sampler. Inlet design was needle 

shape with 3 mm inner diameter and 15 mm length. A filters could be attached on 

the needle to block particle introducing. Interior cavity had trapezoid cross section 

with a longer side of 50 mm, shorter side of 35 mm, and highest of 25 mm. A change 

in cross sectional area between inlet and around QCM sensor was 212 folds. Thus, 

sample flow speed decreased by the same ratio, and the sample flow could have more 

chance to react with the QCM. Suction fan (40 mm size) was equipped and main 

streamline of sample flow was designed to be flow around the QCM sensor. 

The prototype was based on a miniaturized ST functionalized QCM (Figure 51). The 

QCM contained a simple and robust positive-feedback circuit and a quartz crystal 

oscillator (Refer chapter 4.4, Appendix B). An oscillating circuit was configured 
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using inverters (HEF4069UBP, NXP Co., Netherlands). The frequency was 

measured using a serially linked 12-stage counter (HEF4040BT, Philips Co., 

Netherlands). The counted frequency was translated into DNT concentration and it 

was displayed on LCD screen. The frequency was transmitted to a data acquisition 

computer via Bluetooth link (Figure 53) or UART link at the same time. The 

acquihired frequency data was used for further analyze. Micro controller (ATmega 

128L, Atmel Co., US) was used for the translation and data transmission. It 

controlled components, such as suction fan, LCD, and frequency counter, at the same 

time. Firmware of the controller could be further upgraded using ISP (In system 

programing) port was equipped at the side of the system.  
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7.2.2.  Test Results 

The developed handheld device was examined with a bottle containing high-purity 

DNT (Figure 53). Environmental factors, such as temperature, humidity and wind, 

were not controlled in the experiments for substantial field reproduction. DNT 

sensitivity of the system was evaluated as -31.47 Hz/ppb and the limit of detection 

was 0.66 ppb, in theory. 

The DNT bottle (2,4-Dinitrotoluene, 97%, 100 g, Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) was 

opened in a fume hood and stayed there for over 1 h before the experiment to 

eliminate humidity effect in the bottle. The DNT detector was approached near to 

the opening of the bottle recording the change in oscillation frequency of the QCM. 

The purity of the DNT powder was kept high to confirm sensing of DNT. 

 

Figure 53 High-purity DNT bottle test. The signal of the device was monitored 

while the device was placed near the opening of the high-purity DNT bottle (2,4-

Dinitrotoluene, 97%, 100 g, Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA). 
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The DNT bottle test showed a highly sensitive and repeatable signal in response 

to a small change in DNT concentration (Figure 54). A minimum drop in signal of 

55.83 Hz was measured in every measurement. Average frequency drop was 62.93 

Hz and mean standard deviation of the signal drops were 6.94 Hz. The Frequency 

drop and standard deviation were evaluated using 3 minutes averaged frequency 

right before the action of approaching and receding for reliable analysis. The DNT 

concentration at this moment was estimated as 2 ppb using the commercial QCM 

that we used previously. The frequency drop of the commercial QCM setup was a 

maximum of 1 Hz and it could be translated to a 1 to 2 ppb DNT concentration on 

the basis of the previous ST characteristic result. If 2 ppb DNT concentration was 

considered, sensitivity of the developed device was -31.47 Hz/ppb. 

 

Figure 54  High-purity DNT bottle test result of the device. Minimum 55.83 Hz 

frequency change was observed at an estimated 2 ppb DNT concentration, 

repeatedly. Average signal intensity was 62.93 Hz, and standard deviation was 6.94 

Hz. LOD was estimated as 0.66 ppb. 
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The developed device achieved over 71.5-fold better sensitivity compare to the 

commercial QCM setup used in this study. Since a smaller QCM could be affected 

more easily by the adsorbent, the sensitivity of a miniaturized sensor could be 

enhanced. The commercial QCM had a 1 inch (= 25.4 mm) diameter and 6 mill 

(=1.524 mm) thickness. The QCM, which was developed in this work, has a 10 mm 

diameter and 0.2 mm thickness. The size of the QCM was reduced by 49.2-fold 

volume-wise. 

The limit of detection (LOD) reached below 0.66 ppb. Since the average signal and 

mean standard deviation noise level were - 62.93 Hz (@ 2ppb) and 6.94 Hz, 

respectively, LOD could be drawn as 0.66 ppb by definition (LOD = 

3×SD/sensitivity(= slope)). The signal intensity and standard deviation noise used to 

evaluate sensor characteristics were got at the point of the action. For 1 minutes 

before each approaching and receding action, the frequency was averaged, and the 

difference between each action was assumed as a signal intensity. The mean standard 

deviation was evaluated the same time block with the average. 

 Although sensors with better LOD and sensitivity performance exist, the robust 

DNT sensing of the developed sensor system should be noted. The experiment was 

performed in uncontrolled environment which might cause unpredictable 

environmental noises, such as chemical contamination, flow disturbance and local 

temperature change. The sensor system showed discriminated and repeatable DNT 

sensing signal under the condition. This robustness of the system could be a strong 

advantage for the field application.  
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7.3.  Dual QCM System 

The last prototype was enhanced by equipping dual-QCM. The dual QCM 

potentially used for the common mode rejection. Two identical QCM was integrated 

into single device. The device gave two separate frequencies. In addition, size of the 

sensor system further reduced from the previous one. About half of size reducing 

was achieved. 

Semi field test was performed with the prototype. It successfully demonstrate its 

potential to a real field environment sensing [3]. Target sensing sample in the semi 

field test was DNT powder buried soil sample. The soil sample was contained in a 

wooden box (About 37 L).The dual QCM system showed distinguishable response 

difference between soil sample with DNT and without DNT.  
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7.3.1.  Design of the Dual QCM System 

Design concepts of the third prototype were dual independent QCM and further 

miniaturized system. Though, ST had reaction selectivity to DNT, cross talk 

possibility could not be eliminated. Monitoring environmental change using a 

reference QCM, could compensate cross talk effect. Device size was reduced by half, 

even with dual QCM. Place of components was reconfigured and optimized for 

miniaturization. 

 

Figure 56 CAD design and fabricated dual QCM sensor system. 

Two identical QCM driver circuit boards were made and integrated into the device. 

They did not shared any component except a power. Low pass filter with 1 MHz cut-

off frequency was added in the power unit to minimize electrical cross talk between 

the oscillating boards. 

The porcine nose type inlet design was selected for deep penetrating sampling. The 

device aimed a landmine detection. The porcine nose type sampler design was better 

in this application. Duo 35 mm fan with increased suction force was equipped for 
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the penetrating sampling. Generated flow rate under no load condition was 7.2 CFM 

× 2, which was 2.2 folds higher than it of the single QCM model (40 mm 6.5 CFM).  

 

Figure 57 Porcine nose type sampler design and enhanced suction fans for deep 

penetrating sampling. 
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7.3.2.  Test Results 

Semi field test with a soil contained boxes were performed. To replicate a field 

environment, a wooden box (350 × 350 × 300 mm3) filled with sand was prepared 

and 10 g of DNT powder wrapped with a cotton cloth was buried inside the sand at 

a depth of 150 mm (Figure 58). The particle size of the sand was about 3 mm in 

diameter. 

 

Figure 58  Field-reproducing setup. Two sand boxes were prepared and 10 g of DNT 

was buried in one of them. The device was placed near each box and signal changes 

were compared 

The device signal dropped by 42.71 Hz in average, when .the device was placed 

near the sand a having DNT sample (Figure 59). On the other hand, in the control 

experiment (sand without DNT), the signal dropped by 11.70 Hz in average. An 

about 3.65-fold stronger signal change was observed when the DNT was present in 

the sand. If the signal from the sand without DNT is assumed as a noise, mean 

standard deviation noise was 7.53 Hz. The DNT sensing signal was more than 6.3-

fold (= 42.71 Hz/7.53 Hz) stronger than the noise, sand with and without DNT were 

distinguishable. 
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7.4. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art technology 

The developed device’s sensing performance was compared with the state-of-the-

Art technology. Silicon nanowire sensor and amplified fluorescence polymer (AFP) 

based sensors were used for the comparison. The device was not better than the state-

of-the-Art techniques in performance wise. However, in practical point of view, the 

developed sensor system was better than them. It had better reproducibility than the 

nano wire sensor, and had better selectivity compare to AFP sensor. 

Super sensitive silicon nanowire (Si-NW) TNT sensor had been reported [2] Amine 

functionalized Si-NW array was fabricated with micro fabrication technology 

(Figure 60). The amine group could make the Meisenheimer complex with TNT in 

aqueous environment. LOD of TNT was reported as 0.5 fM (Figure 61). 

 

Figure 60 Si-NW sensor decorated with amine (-NH2) demonstrated super sensitive 

TNT detection through the Meisenheimer complex [2] 
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Figure 61 Aqueous and gaseous phase TNT sensing results. Sub-fM (0.5 fM) LOD 

was achieved under aqueous condition. However, gaseous phase detection result 

was unclear [2]. 

On the other hand, gas phase detection result was unclear (Figure 61). Unknown 

concentration of TNT vapor pulse was exposed to discontinuously. The signal 

responses were commonly decreased, however, decreasing aspect were different 

from each other. Furthermore, the signal had never been recovered to original state, 

unlike aqueous phase results. 

Sample to sample variation of the Si-NW sensor was not negligible. Thousand 

folds of sensitivity differences was found in their experiment. The sensor might need 

to enhance its reproducibility for a field application. 

Amplified fluorescence polymer based sensor demonstrated ppq level DNT 

detection under lab environment. It have been tested in a field environment by US 

Army. According to FLIR® , AFP commercialized company, Fido® XT explosive 

trace detector (AFP sensor system) showed ppt level LOD under a real field 

environment test. 
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This extreme sensitivity was achieved by polymerized fluorescence molecules. 

Since, TNT has conjugated structure, it could act as a fluorescence quencher. 

However, quenching effect might be limited for TNT’s low vapor pressure. 

Polymerized fluorescence molecules can amplify the quenching effect of TNT. 

Chain of fluorescence can be quenched by single TNT molecule adsorption.  

 

Figure 62 Principle of the amplified fluorescence polymer (AFP) detection [5, 1]. 

Chain of fluorescence molecules can be quenched by single TNT molecule 

adsorption. Since TNT has conjugated structure, it could be used as a fluorescence 

quencher. 

On the other hand, AFP has significant selectivity issue [4]. Non-explosive 

aromatic chemicals, such as benzene and toluene, can also act like a quencher of 

AFP. False alarm rate is not negligible in AFP sensor, it would be a bottle of the 

applications. 
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Figure 63 Performance comparison among those known as high performance gas 

sensor system. The miniaturized QCM system was not the best in performance. 

However, It had proper characteristics for real field applications. 
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8. Summary and Conclusions 

Various sensing materials were examined for developing field applicable 

explosive sensor system. Synthetic materials, peptide receptor, ST were tested as a 

sensing material. Among them, Sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene (ST) showed highly 

sensitive and reliable DNT sensing capability in a field environment. 

The sensing performance of ST was verified with a certified standard gas 

generator and a commercially available QCM. DNT vapor at various concentration, 

ranging from 1 to 100 ppb, was exposed to the ST-functionalized QCM surface. The 

frequency response of the ST-functionalized QCM was monitored in the presence of 

controlled DNT vapor. The overall sensitivity ranging from 1 to 100 ppb was –0.072 

Hz/ppb and the sensitivity from 0 to 2 ppb range was about -0.44 Hz/ppb. In addition, 

ST showed excellent DNT selectivity in a control experiment with toluene. The ST-

functionalized QCM did not respond to toluene at a toluene concentration of 120 

ppm, which was 1,200 times higher than the maximum concentration of DNT during 

the ST-DNT characteristic experiment mentioned above. 

Sampler designs were compared. The sampler designs mimicked animal nose 

structure. Canine and porcine nose inspired sampler design. Both designs have merit 

and demerit. Canine type was better in spatial resolution, porcine type has better in 

sampling efficiency near a target object. 

Various transducers were examined for developing field applicable explosive 

sensor system. TMTs, CNT-FET, QCM were tested. The QCM was selected for field 

application because of its reliable gas phase detection. 
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The sensing performance of QCM was enhanced by miniaturization. The 

miniaturized quartz crystal was 49.2-fold smaller by volume than the crystal in the 

commercial setup. As a result, the sensing system had 76.2-fold higher sensitivity, 

which was -33.52 Hz/ppb. 

Based on the above mentioned results, a portable explosive sensing devices were 

developed. The development went through 3 stages prototyping. The second and 

third proto type successively demonstrate their feasibility. 

Especially, the third prototype successively demonstrated its feasibility for field 

application inside a real field-mimicking setup. It showed distinguishable signal 

differences between a sand box with DNT buried and a sand box that without DNT. 

The device could find its application in indoor security monitor, such as building 

and airport monitoring. Though, it was not the best explosive sensor system, in 

performance wise, it was very robust to sense explosive. Therefore, it had a 

possibility to be applied in a real field application. 
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Appendix 

 

Appendix A KOH pellet semi field test result. KOH pellets were 

dissolved into condensed water drop because of their extreme 

wettability 
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Appendix E Verification result of peptide synthesis. 
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Appendix F SEM image of the fabricated polyimide nano grass 

sensor. 
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Appendix G Circuit diagram of the in-house made conductance 

change monitor set-up. 
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Appendix J Heater control board. Wheatstone bridge was configured 

to measure minute resistance change of the nickelblock. Electirical 

power was controlled by a poewr FET. 

 

Appendix K Temperature/resistance correlation. 
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Appendix L Test setup for the CNT/nickel foam composite 

preconcentrator. 

 

Appendix M Temperature simulation result of the CNT/Nickel foam 

preconcentrator (COMSOL Multiphysics® 3.2 Altsoft Inc., US). Heat 

producing was focused on the CNT/Nickel block. 
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Appendix N Fabrication process flow of the MEMS preconcentrator. 
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Appendix O Design of the single QCM sensor system 
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Appendix P Design of the dual QCM sensor device. 
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Abstract in Korean (국문 초록) 

기상 감지 휴대형 폭발물 센서 시스템의 개발 

 

본 학위논문은 기상 감지 휴대형 폭발물 센서 시스템의 개발에 관해 

보고한다. 다양한 원리의 신호변환기(Transducer)들이 니트로 방향족 

분자 감지를 위해 개발되고, 서로 간의 감지 성능이 비교된다. 여러 흡착 

물질 (receptor)들 또한 시험되고 성능이 비교된다. 다종의 

포집기(捕集機) 와 전농축기 (前濃縮機) 설계가 제작, 시험된다. 

마지막으로, 휴대형 폭발물 센서 시스템이 위 기초 실험 결과들을 

바탕으로 개발되고, 준(準) 현장 시험이 시연된다 

 합성물질들, 펩타이드 수용체, 술폰화 불화수소 화합물(sulfonated 

tetrafluoroethylene)이 폭발물 감지 물질로써 비교된다. 이들 중 술폰화 

불화수소 화합물이 고감도, 고신뢰성 DNT 감지 결과를, 통제된 

환경에서뿐만 아니라, 현장 환경 상황에서도 보인다. 술폰화 불화수소 

화합물의 감지 성능은 표준가스 발생장치와 상용의 수정미소저울(Quartz 

Crystal Microbalance, QCM)을 이용해 검증된다. 1에서 100 ppb 사이의 

다양한 농도의 DNT 증기가 술폰화 불화수소 화합물로 기능화된 

수정미소저울 표면에 쏘인다. DNT 증기가 쏘여지는 동안, 기능화된 

수정미소저울의 진동수 변화가 관찰된다. 1 에서 100 ppb에 걸친 전체 
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감도는 -0.072 Hz/ppb이고, 0 에서 2 ppb 사이에서는 -0.44hz/ppb이다. 

이뿐 아니라, 술폰화 불화수소 화합물은 톨루엔을 이용한 통제 실험에서 

뛰어난 선택성을 보인다. 술폰화 불화수소 화합물은 상기 언급된 

실험에서의 최고 DNT 농도인 100 ppb보다 1,200배가 높은 120 ppm의 

톨루엔 농도에서도 반응을 보이지 않는다.  

다양한 포집기 디자인이 비교된다. 탐지견과 돼지의 비(鼻) 구조에 

영감을 얻어, 생체 모사 포집기가 설계, 제작 된다. 두 설계는 각자 

장단점을 가진다. 탐지견형은 공간 분해능이 좋고, 돼지코형은 목표 

탐지물 주변에서의 포집 능력이 뛰어나다. 기체/액체 접촉형 포집기 또한 

개발되어 연구된다. 

다양한 신호 변환기들이 개발, 시험된다. 박막신호변환기(Thin Membrane 

Transducer, TMT), 탄소나노튜브 전계효과 트랜지스터, 수정미소저울이 

시험된다. 수정미소저울의 고신뢰성 기상 감지 특성으로 인해 현장 적용용 

신호변환기로 채택된다. 소형화를 통해 수정미소저울의 감도가 향상되고, 

소형화된 수정미소저울은 상용에 비해 49.2 배 작은 부피를 가진다. 그 

결과로 76.2배의 감도향상이 이루어진다. 

기초실험 결과를 바탕으로 휴대형 폭발물 감지장치가 개발된다. 개발은 

3 단계의 시작품 개발을 통해 이루어진다. 두 번째와 세 번째 시작품은 

성공적으로 폭발물 감지를 시연 한다. 특히, 세 번째 시작품은 현장 재현 

장치를 통한 준현장실험을 성공적으로 시연한다. 시작품은 DNT가 묻힌 
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모래상자와 그렇지 않은 모래 상자에서 구분이 가능할 정도의 신호 차이를 

보인다. 시작품의 감도는 -33.52 Hz/ppb 이고 최저감지한도는 0.66 

ppb이다. 

 

표제어: 폭발물 감지, 나피온, 수정 미소저울, 기체 감지 센서, 

디니트로톨루엔, 트리니트로톨루엔 

학번: 2010-30795 
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